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Abstract. The security risk of magnesium alloys used as biodegradable implant material was evaluated in this study. Doseresponse assessment was conducted by using toxicological data from authoritative public health agencies (World Health Organization) and assuming 1~3 years of uniform corrosion. Through modification calculation, the tolerable corrosion rate of
biodegradable magnesium alloys in vivo was proposed, which theoretically ensured the bio-safety of the degradation products. The tolerable limits corresponding to various component elements in magnesium alloys were considered separately,
although there are deficits in the toxicological data of some component elements. The influence of corrosion on the strength
of magnesium alloys was evaluated, which would contribute to the rationally utilization of magnesium alloys as degradable
implant materials. This study illustrates that not only toxicological calculations but also mechanical performance should be
taken into consideration when developing novel degradable metallic implant.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, renewed interest in degradable/resorbable metallic implants emerged in the areas of
bone fixation devices, cardiovascular stents and tissue engineering scaffolds [1, 2]. Magnesium is itself considered relatively safe [3], and many series of magnesium alloys [4-6] had been developed for
biodegradable materials application. However, the compositions of these alloys are very different and
do not have a uniform alloying element selection criteria. Alloying elements such as aluminum (Al),
zinc (Zn), manganese (Mn) and rare earth (RE) are well known to carry substantial toxicological concerns [7-9]. Increasing evidence suggests that Al is a risk element for Alzheimer’s disease [10] despite
oppositions [11]. Even so, it is still unsure whether Al could be the unique factor. Therefore, it is crucial to implement toxicological risk assessment of magnesium alloys and set safety composition ranges for alloying elements, instead of just abandoning any possible toxic elements, as Al. Yuen and Ip
[12] had conducted a theoretical risk assessment to compute the lowest mass of implant, which is suf-
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ficient to avoid some adverse side effect in the view of professional medical science. However, the
specific corrosion rate of alloys and the risk of gas released during degradation were not involved.
The biomechanical performance of magnesium alloys during corrosion is also noteworthy. Due to
corrosion damage, the strength of alloys decreases with the extension of immersion time. Biodegradable implants need to perform the function of fixation and support during the corrosion process. The
downward trend of strength during the corrosion process will affect the serving process of implants a
lot and threaten the health of human body. Hence, the security assessment of magnesium alloys used
as biodegradable implant materials was carried out in this paper. The research on the choice of alloying elements, the limited corrosion rate and the relation between strength and immersion time was implemented aiming to provide a reference for biological apply of magnesium alloys.
2. Experimental procedure
2.1. Define the selection process of magnesium alloys used as biodegradable implant material
The ideal biodegradable absorbent materials should be able to be completely degraded in vivo, and
the degradation products are harmless to humans. Frank et al. presented a procedure about how to select appropriate magnesium alloys for intended implant [13]. According to this procedure and the
standards issued by the World Health Organization (WHO) [14-17], the selection process of magnesium alloys used as biodegradable implants could be finally confirmed (see in Figure 1). In this selection process, both biocompatibility and biomechanical properties of magnesium alloys were taken into
consideration.

Fig. 1. The process to select appropriate magnesium alloys for degradable implant materials.
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2.2. Model set
Mg-2Mn-1Ca alloy was used to prepare implant plane and screw. The chemical composition (wt.%)
of Mg-2Mn-1Ca alloy is 1.908 Mn, 0.944 Ca, 0.005 Cu, 0.005 Ni, 0.005 Fe and balance Mg. The currently applied stainless steel plate (178mm×18mm×5mm, 88.16g) and screw (Ø5mm×50mm, 4.98g)
were taken as a control group. Their surface areas were 83.68cm2 and 3.925cm2, respectively. Magnesium alloys plate (24.45g) and screw (1.16g) with the same dimensions of stainless steel ones were
taken as experimental specimens.
F. Witte et al. [4] had implanted AZ91D intramedullary rods with a dimension of Ø1.5mm×20mm
into both guinea pig femora. It was reported [4] that the subcutaneous bubbles in guinea pigs appeared
within one week after surgery and disappeared after 2 to 3 weeks. The subcutaneous bubble is about
1cm in diameter and 4ml in volume. No adverse effects generated on the guinea pigs, which indicated
that a gas amount lower than 4ml is insignificant to the human body. McBride [14] reported in 1938
that the gas aspirated from a gas cavity 40 days after implanting a band of magnesium alloy showed a
gas composition of 5.6% CO 2 , 6.5% O 2 , 7.3% H 2 and 80.6% N 2. F. Witte [15] had also observed that
the subcutaneous gas cavities contained only a low concentration of H 2 even shortly after implantation.
In this research, we will discuss the long-term gas diffusion process (more than 1 year) of the subcutaneous bubbles, so it may be more accurate to use the diffusion coefficient of N 2 to calculate the diffusion process of the gas in the subcutaneous bubbles. With the above conclusions, a gas diffusion model was set to describe the diffusion flux (J) of the subcutaneous bubble (mainly N 2 ) produced by the
degradation of biodegradable magnesium alloys. For a prior theoretical assessment, the degradation
process of biodegradable magnesium alloys is assumed to be uniform.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Alloying elements selection
In the metal smelting process, impurity elements like Fe, Cu and Ni will be interfused. Some other
elements like Al, Zn, Mn and RE are added aiming to improve the performance of magnesium alloys.
According to the publications issued by WHO [16, 17], Ca, Zn, Mn (essential trace elements for human body) and Si, Al, RE (probably essential elements for human body) were selected as potential
safety alloying elements which can either improve the corrosion resistance or the mechanical properties of magnesium alloys.
3.2. Define the degradation rate of biodegradable magnesium alloys
For a pioneering theoretical assessment, it is assumed that the degradation process is uniform. The
implanted stainless steel plate is usually removed about 1 year later when the patient’s condition is
recovered. Hence, when the degradation time is increased to the limit period (1 year) and does not exceed 3 years, the influence of the oral and potential inhalational intake of the elements from daily activities could be offset [18]. Therefore, the degradation time could be determined from 1 year to 3
years. Supposing a set of skeletal fixation needs one plate and six screws, the degradation rate (DR)
could be calculated as follows:


 = 

(1)
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where W is the weight loss of degradable magnesium alloys, A is the exposure surface, which is about
107.23cm2, and t is the exposure time (1~3 years). When the implant Mg alloys was completely dissolved, W is the whole weight of the skeletal fixation set, which is about 31.41g. By substituting the
actual values into Eq. (1), it is indicated that the tolerant limit degradation rate of different degradation
time is from 0.0111 to 0.0334 mg/cm2·h. Compared with the corrosion rate of pure magnesium (3.0
mm/year  0.059 mg/cm2·h) in simulated body fluid (SBF) [19], the degradation rate of biodegradable
magnesium alloys in vivo is about a fifth lower. It had been demonstrated by experiment that the degradation rate of magnesium alloys in vivo was about four orders of magnitude lower than that in vitro
[20]. Y. Xin et al. also concluded that although the SBF consists of inorganic ions with concentration
similar to those in body plasma, the lower concentration of buffering agents and much lower concentration of 
(~ 4.0 mol/L) impede the acquisition of more accurate measurement in vitro degradation like that in the human body [21]. Therefore, when considering the degradation rate in vitro, the
results still need to be adapted by a correction factor in various physiological conditions. To have a
high safety coefficient, the calculated degradation rate in vivo will be regard as the one in vitro in the
following research.
3.3. Define the mixture ratio of alloy elements
Because of the limits of maximum daily allowable dosage from Table 1, 400 milligram (mg) Mg
was taken as matrix. Hence, the maximum acceptable content (MAC) of other elements in biodegradable magnesium alloys could be calculated as follows:
=




(2)

where m is the maximum acceptable daily intake of each element. By using the existing data, the modified maximum acceptable content (MAC C ) of each element can be calculated as follows:
 =
 =

× 

(3)

 ×


(4)

where DR n is the actual corrosion rate of different magnesium alloys reported in previous studies [20,
24-26], m n is the actual daily corrosion dosage calculated from DR n . MAC C gives us a wider scope to
choose the suitable content of alloying elements in biodegradable magnesium alloys. The details are
listed in Table 2.
Table 1
Summary of toxicity quoted in the open literature for elements relevant to magnesium alloys implant materials [14, 22, 23]
Element

Mg

Al

Zn

Mn

Li

Si

Y

RE

Nd

Ca

Maximum Daily Allowable
Dosage(mg)

400

14

15

3.5

0.1

120

0.016*

4.2*

4.2*

1400

Note: *denotes that the total amount of rare earth elements (Ce La Nd Pr and Y) combined should not exceed a value of 4.2
mg/d
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Table 2
A brief summary of experimentally determined corrosion rates of different magnesium alloys and the results of modified
maximum allowable content of different alloying elements [20, 24-26]
Element
MAC/The Maximum
Allowable content (wt.%)

Al
3.38

Zn
3.6

Mn
0.86

Si Y
RE
23 limited 1.04

Ca
unlimited

Alloy Designation

AZ31

AZ31

Mg-0.5Mn LA92

— —

JDM

Mg-1Ca

Electrolyte
Composition
Alloy State

In vivo In vivo Hanks sol

Hanks sol — —

SBF

In vivo

cast

cast

cast

cast

— —

extruded cast

Actual Content (wt.%)

3

0.99

0.5

8.6

— —

3.09

1.34

DR n /Actual Corrosion
Rate (mg/cm2/h)

0.013

0.013

0.02

0.001

— —

0.0168

0.026

m n /Actual Daily Corrosion
Dosage of Alloy (mg/d)

33.456 33.456 51.470

2.573

— —

43.235

66.912

MAC C /The Modified Maximum
Allowable Content (wt.%)

Li
0.025

1y 1.316

1.401

0.515

0

— —

0.523

unlimited

2y 2.631

2.802

1.03

0

— —

1.034

unlimited

3y 3.959

4.212

1.55

0.002

— —

1.574

unlimited

Note: 1y means the degradation time of biodegradable magnesium alloy is one year, the same meaning for 2y, 3y.

Fig. 2. (a) The influence of implant time on the tolerable degradation rate and alloying element content. (b) The relation between degradation rate and modified alloying element content.

From the above research, it could be concluded that the acceptable degradation rate of biodegradable magnesium alloys must be less than 0.0334 mg/cm2·h. As potential safety elements, proper amount
of Al, Ca, Zn, Mn and RE could be used to improve the comprehensive performance of magnesium.
The limiting factor for the tolerable implant mass of common magnesium alloys was usually aluminum. Yuen and Ip suggested that the tolerable mass of aluminum below or around 1 g/year might be
inadequate for applications such as larger internal fixing devices for bone fractures [17]. However, in
this research, it is indicated that if the content aluminum could be limited within a safe range (less than
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1.3 wt. %) in Mg alloys, it could be both harmless to human bodies and enhance the mechanical properties and corrosion resistance of Mg alloys. For the other component elements such as zirconium and
rare earth metals, although reliable theoretical assessment could not yet be performed owing to a deficiency of toxicological data, the results from Yuen and Ip are similar to ours. Certainly, more toxicological studies of such elements should be proceeded to ensure the bio-safety of their usage in degradable biomedical implants in the future. Base on the modification calculation, the influence of degradation time on DR and MAC C was summarized in Figure 2.
3.4. Security discussion of gas release
Besides ions, the degradation products of magnesium alloys also contain hydrogen. The released
hydrogen will converge into gas pockets under the subcutaneous tissues. The gas pockets next to implant will cause separation between the tissues and the tissue layers, which will lead to necrosis in the
surgery regions. Therefore, the hydrogen evolution rate must be controlled within the safe range to
ensure the clinical progress is satisfactory.
The environment, where biodegradable magnesium alloy plate is implanted, keeps continuously updating because of the flowing of tissue fluid. This situation belongs to the steady state diffusion, and
the Fick’s first law is applicable. The diffusion rate of subcutaneous bubble in muscle tissue could be
calculated by the following formula:




 =  = 


 = !

(5)
(6)

where J is the diffusion flux, D is the diffusion coefficient, C is the concentration of dissolved gas, X is
the distance, S is the surface area of subcutaneous bubbles and K is the rate of nitrogen diffusion into
tissue fluid. The value of D in the medium of skeletal muscle is ~ 1.3×10-5cm2/s [27].
According to Eqs. (5) and (6), the diffusion rate of nitrogen in muscle tissue could be calculated,
which is ~ 0.00033 ml/s. According to the chemical reaction Mg + H" O # Mg(OH)" + H" $, 1 ml of
H 2 evolved corresponds to 1 mg of magnesium dissolved [28]. Therefore, the gas diffusion rate limits
the gas generation rate (equal to the degradation rate of magnesium alloys) to 0.0282mg/cm2·h, which
will assure the subcutaneous bubbles to keep in a steady size. The endurance of human body to the
diffusion gas also needs to be taken into consideration. The blood flow rate in human muscle is ~
38ml/min/100g and the Ostwald solubility coefficient L (ml gas per ml medium) for nitrogen in marrow of ox is ~ 0.065 at 37°C [13]. Hence, the ability of tissue fluid to transport nitrogen is ~
0.004ml/s/100g, which is higher than the gas diffusion rate. In conclusion, a corrosion rate of
0.0282mg/cm2·h or below is safe for the human body both in consideration of the toxic of ions and the
body tolerance to hydrogen.
3.5. Security discussion of biomechanical property
As a load-carrying structure, biodegradable magnesium alloys implants need to perform the function of fixation and supporting roles during the degradation process. Bones in different sites of body
have different tensile strength between 30~280 MPa [29]. In this research, the magnesium alloy plate
is aimed to be applied on tibia whose tensile strength is about 150 MPa. The formation of new bones
usually begins in one month after surgery. Before the new bone formed, magnesium alloy needs to
compensate the strength of broken bones. Therefore, it is significant to investigate the mechanical per-
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formance of biodegradable magnesium alloys in the process of degradation to demonstrate the reliability of implants. By experimental method and FE simulation predictions, Grogan et al. determined the
relation of immersion time, mass loss and specimen strength [30]. In Grogan’s research, the thickness
of the specimen is 0.21 mm and the morphology of specimens after immersion test was shown. The
corrosion process could be divided into two periods, the rapid decrease period and the relative stable
period. In the first period, the pitting holes have serious negative impacts on the strength, which could
be explained by fracture mechanics by using the stress intensity factor K I :
*
,

% = 2&'

(7)

where ı is the axial tensile stress (MPa), r is the depth of the deepest pitting hole (mm). When K I 
K IC (~ 55 MPa·mm-1/2) and the pitting holes had extended through the sample (r is 0.21mm), ı will
decreases to 106.3 Mpa according to Eq. (7). In this case, the pitting hole formed by corrosion could
be regarded as a crack and suffered stress concentration near the tips. Then, the strength of magnesium
alloys was controlled by the deepest depth of the pitting holes, and strength decreases dramatically
with little mass loss. After the strength decreased to 106.3MPa, the corrosion process comes to the
slow decline period, that is, the second corrosion period. In this period, pitting holes had extended
through the specimen and formed cylindrical holes drilled through the cross-section. The main influence factor of the decrement of strength changed from the depth of pitting holes to the area fraction of
defects in the cross-section, and the decrement rate of strength is relatively slow. Hence, it could be
concluded that it is the localized corrosion that seriously affects the strength of specimen. To improve
localized corrosion resistance of magnesium alloys can efficiently avoid the failure of magnesium alloys during the serving process. Surface treatment is a good way to improve the localized corrosion
resistance of materials. Additionally, when using magnesium alloys as biodegradable implant material,
the dimension and the serving time of the implants also need to be rationally designed.
4. Conclusion
In this paper, the tolerable degradation rate and alloy composition of biodegradable magnesium alloys were investigated based on current standards. In this contribution, it could be summarized that
0.0282 mg/cm2·h is an acceptable degradation rate of magnesium alloys in vitro. The suggested contents (wt. %) of Al, Zn, Ca, Mn and RE acted as potential safety alloying elements are 1, 1, 1, 1.5 and
1.5, respectively. The influence of corrosion on the material strength could be divided into two periods.
In the first period, it is the depth of pitting holes that affected the material strength most. In the second
stage, the decrease of material strength is slow, which is mainly affected by the fraction of defects introduced into the cross-sectional area. Knowing the relationship between localized corrosion and material strength will help people a lot to proper design and utilize biodegradable magnesium alloy implants.
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